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Quantros Quality




Outcomes Analytics


A groundbreaking methodology that presents

on-demand views of healthcare outcomes analytics



Already a client?

Login or email quantrossupport@salesforce.com












Outcomes Analytics - A revolutionary approach to analyzing quality data


By combining both outpatient and inpatient data, our Outcomes Analytics software provides an unprecedented line of sight into hospitals, systems, and physician performance across the healthcare continuum.





Get started
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Quantros has been working with healthcare leaders across the country to solve the problem of lack of transparency across care settings.  Outcomes Analytics does just that.


Evaluate inpatient and outpatient scoring, ranking, and performance
Acquire cumulative performance insights against any hospital in the nation
Understand the value of your care compared to market peers
Access differentiation and growth potential
Analyze episodic outcomes
Assess value as a measure of quality and cost
Identify if sub-optimal procedures performed





Incorporating outpatient data expands visibility to:






2X More Physycians
2X More Physicians
500,000+ Physicians







175 Million more encounters annually
175 Million more encounters annually 
550+ Million over 3 years














To be successful in a continuously evolving healthcare environment, you need a tool and partner committed to continuous improvement.





Quantros gives you the most comprehensive (175 million encounters) and objective (risk-adjusted) healthcare analytics insights to optimize value-based success.










Performance Improvement


Oversee and execute performance improvements from an actionable dashboard of critical performance insights.
Comprehensive, on-demand views of healthcare outcomes delivers insights on clinical quality, utilization, and performance, and compares the data against in-market competitive critical metrics and measures.





Learn more





➜ Readmissions Reduction & Penalty Avoidance



➜ Physician Performance & Benchmarking



➜ Clinical Documentation & Coding



➜ Cost & Utilization Improvement
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Strategic Growth


Position yourself or organization to attract the best and the brightest with Quantros insights.
Our analytics allow you to monitor performance metrics and position your organization to grow profitable market share.





Learn how analytics help you grow










Value-Based Care & Population Health Management


Value-based care requires providers to reduce care disparities across patient populations. Our analytic solution helps improve overall outcomes and tighten performance gaps.





Learn more about improving outcomes
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Methodology that Informs Perspective that Transforms


For you to see clearly, we adjust the focus for severity and risk. Severity adjustment helps you fine-tune when planning for resource allocation. Risk adjustment makes analyzing outcomes data easier. Our extensive data set of national, state, and hospital data includes over 70M discharges. This unmatched pool means you can more accurately compare, discover, direct, adjust, react, and enact — nimbly and seamlessly — with surgical precision.





View our methodology
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